
Module 1 

Introduction to Python Programming 

● Introduction to Data Science 
● Introduction to Python 
● Basic Operations in Python 
● Variable Assignment 
● Functions: in-built functions, user defined functions 
● Condition: if, if-else, nested if-else, else-if 

Module 2 

Data Structure - Introduction 

● List: Different Data Types in a List, List in a List 
● Operations on a list: Slicing, Splicing, Sub-setting 
● Condition(true/false) on a List 
● Applying functions on a List 
● Dictionary: Index, Value 
● Operation on a Dictionary: Slicing, Splicing, Sub-setting 
● Condition(true/false) on a Dictionary 
● Applying functions on a Dictionary 
● Numpy Array: Data Types in an Array, Dimensions of an Array 
● Operations on Array: Slicing, Splicing, Sub-setting 
● Conditional(T/F) on an Array 
● Loops: For, While 
● Shorthand for For 
● Conditions in shorthand for For 

 
  



Module 3 

Basics of Statistics 

● Statistics & Plotting 
● Seabourn & Matplotlib - Introduction 
● Univariate Analysis on a Data 
● Plot the Data - Histogram plot 
● Find the distribution 
● Find mean, median and mode of the Data 
● Take multiple data with same mean but different sd, same mean and sd 

but different kurtosis: find mean, sd, plot 
● Multiple data with different distributions 
● Bootstrapping and sub-setting 
● Making samples from the Data 
● Making stratified samples - covered in bivariate analysis 
● Find the mean of sample 
● Central limit theorem 
● Plotting 
● Hypothesis testing + DOE 
● Bivariate analysis 
● Correlation 
● Scatter plots 
● Making stratified samples 
● Categorical variables 
● Class variable 

  



Module 4 

Use of Pandas 

● File I/O 
● Series: Data Types in series, Index 
● Data Frame 
● Series to Data Frame 
● Re-indexing 
● Operations on Data Frame: Slicing, Splicing (also Alternate), 

Sub-setting 
● Pandas 
● Stat operations on Data Frame 
● Reading from different sources 
● Missing data treatment 
● Merge, join 
● Options for look and feel of data frame 
● Writing to file 
● db operations 

Module 5 

Data Manipulation & Visualization 

● Data Aggregation, Filtering and Transforming 
● Lamda Functions 
● Apply, Group-by 
● Map, Filter and Reduce 
● Visualization 
● Matplotlib, pyplot 
● Seaborn 
● Scatter plot, histogram, density, heat-map, bar charts 

 



Module 6 

Linear Regression 

● Regression - Introduction 
● Linear Regression: Lasso, Ridge 
● Variable Selection 
● Forward & Backward Regression 

 
Module 7 

Logistic Regression 

● Logistic Regression: Lasso, Ridge 
● Naive Bayes 

Module 8 

Unsupervised Learning 

● Unsupervised Learning - Introduction 
● Distance Concepts 
● Classification 
● k nearest 
● Clustering 
● k means 
● Multidimensional Scaling 
● PCA 

  



Module 9 

Random Forest 

● Decision trees 
● Cart C4.5 
● Random Forest 
● Boosted Trees 
● Gradient Boosting 

Module 10 

SVM 

● SVM - Introduction 
● Hyper-plane 
● Hyper-plane to segregate to classes 
● Gamma 

  



Data Science Projects 

WalMart Store Sales Forecast Using Linear Regression 
Model  

Project of modeling retail data is the need to make decisions based on limited              
history. If Christmas comes but once a year, so does the chance to see how               
strategic decisions impacted the bottom line. 

 

In this project, you are provided with historical sales data for 45 Walmart             
stores located in different regions. Each store contains many departments,          
and you must project the sales for each department in each store. To add to               
the challenge, selected holiday markdown events are included in the dataset.           
These markdowns are known to affect sales, but it is challenging to predict             
which departments are affected and the extent of the impact. 

  



Predict the Survival of Passengers on Titanic Using Logistic 
Regression 
The sinking of the RMS Titanic is one of the most infamous shipwrecks in              
history. On April 15, 1912, during her maiden voyage, the Titanic sank after             
colliding with an iceberg, killing 1502 out of 2224 passengers and crew. This             
sensational tragedy shocked the international community and led to better          
safety regulations for ships. 

 

One of the reasons that the shipwreck led to such loss of life was that there                
were not enough lifeboats for the passengers and crew. Although there was            
some element of luck involved in surviving the sinking, some groups of people             
were more likely to survive than others, such as women, children, and the             
upper-class. 

In this Project, you have to complete the analysis of what sorts of people were               
likely to survive. In particular, we ask you to apply logistic regression to predict              
which passengers survived the tragedy. 

 

  



Bike Sharing Demand Problem 

Bike sharing systems are a means of renting bicycles where the process of             
obtaining membership, rental, and bike return is automated via a network of            
kiosk locations throughout a city. Using these systems, people are able rent a             
bike from a one location and return it to a different place on an as-needed               
basis. Currently, there are over 500 bike-sharing programs around the world. 

 

The data generated by these systems makes them attractive for researchers           
because the duration of travel, departure location, arrival location, and time           
elapsed is explicitly recorded. Bike sharing systems therefore function as a           
sensor network, which can be used for studying mobility in a city. In this              
project, you are asked to analyse and understand the cyclical and seasonal            
nature of bike usages also identify the key factors which affects bike usages.             
Also, calculate Density of Bike Demand, Key Drivers of Bike Demand and            
Daily and weekly pattern in the Bike Demand. 

  



Clustering of MNIST Digit Image Data 
The data for this competition were taken from the MNIST dataset. The MNIST             
("Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology") dataset is a          
classic within the Machine Learning community that has been extensively          
studied. 

 

In this project, you have to identify how efficiently clustering works for MNIST             
image Data. The Data Contains the image pixel as feature. Also, identify            
which type of clustering works better for the Data. Find if clustering method             
able to cluster the data into 10 clusters. How efficiently is the clustering             
(calculated by how images of same digit are put in the same cluster). 

  



Predict The Driver Alertness Using the Tree Based 
Classification Algorithm 
Driving while distracted, fatigued or drowsy may lead to accidents. Activities           
that divert the driver's attention from the road ahead, such as engaging in a              
conversation with other passengers in the car, making or receiving phone           
calls, sending or receiving text messages, eating while driving or events           
outside the car may cause driver distraction. Fatigue and drowsiness can           
result from driving long hours or from lack of sleep. 

 

The objective of this project, to build a classification model for driver alertness             
using Driver information, Vehicle information and Environment variables.        
Using this model, predict the driver state. Also, find whether boosting gradient            
method works better than Random Forest. 

 


